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The digital experience platform custom built by industry professionals to thrive in the future of virtual and hybrid events


Summit.events specifically meets the needs of event planners with a solid streaming platform that is adaptable to the full range of digital experience situations, complete with MVS as a built-in production partner. Along with developers from Three29 and UI designer Perfect Infinitives, MVS was able to leverage our event production and audio-visual technology experience into a user-friendly platform that offers a one-stop solution for virtual and hybrid events of any size.
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Premium Features


[image: alt]Created by Event Professionals
A purpose-built solution for the future of live events








[image: alt]Multitrack Live HD Streaming
Simultaneous live broadcasts from multiple locations
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Get instant audience feedback in real time








[image: alt]Built-In Registration
Simplify attendee invites or integrate external registration systems








[image: alt]Integrated Production Support
Personalized MVS production expertise with 21 years of event experience







[image: alt]Scalable For Any Size Event
Engaging small to large audiences with affordable tiers of service








[image: alt]Unlimited Video On Demand
Attendees can watch on their own schedule








[image: alt]Advanced Chat
Targeted and direct engagement with colleagues or specific user groups








[image: alt]Mobile Optimized
Responsive design works on any screen size








[image: alt]User Profiles
Attendee profiles personalize the experience








[image: alt]Unlimited Breakout Rooms & Sponsors
Flexible for single to multi-day conferences with unlimited sessions







[image: alt]Customizable
Modify the appearance or develop advanced integrations
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Streamlined presenter engagement with attendees








[image: alt]Full Analytics Capabilities
Capture and report on relevant attendee engagement data








[image: alt]Simple, Intuitive User Interface
User-friendly navigation for easy setup and viewing








[image: alt]Simulated Live Content
Presentation preferences that allow the live feel when logistics limit the timing of production














Simple and Intuitive interface
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Learn how to go virtual on your next event


   Request A Demo  

















Summit.events includes MVS as a full-service production partner who can expand digital experiences beyond the screen
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